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ABSTRACT 
Many developing countries are facing a crisis in human health resources due to a critical 
shortage of health workers.  Despite of many trained health care professionals our health care 
system is struggling to provide optimum services to the patients. Gaps still exist with respect to 
patient care, which are unevenly delivered. The data collected from 228 subjects reveals that 
only 7.01% of the subjects have received counseling always, 59.65% think that counseling 
should be given and only 41.66% are satisfied with current health care system while 56.57% are 
not satisfied. Our study shows that there is a huge burden on health care professionals due to a 
high number of the patient load which leads to the hindrance in optimum patient care and finally 
leads to the degradation in the quality of health care services. Now time has approached when 
the term task shifting should be taken seriously especially in the health care sectors. Pharmacists, 
an ignored profession in the health care sector have a crucial role for optimum patient care. It is 
the demand of the scenario that pharmacist should be taken as a key role player between the 
patient and prescriber. A proper communication between the patient and prescriber can be 
established only if all health care professionals will start working to assist each other not to 
compete with each other. 
Keywords: Task shifting, Healthcare system, Patient care, Role of pharmacists in health care. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION : 
Many developing countries are facing a 
crisis in human health resources due to a 
critical shortage of healthcare workers. This 
shortage is compounded by a high burden of 
infectious diseases, emigration of trained 
professionals, difficult working conditions, 
and low motivation by country governments. 
Consequently, for example, the burden of 
chronic diseases like HIV/AIDS has led to 
the concept of task shifting between 
healthcare workers and being increasingly 
promoted as a way of rapidly expanding 
human resource capability. Such process 
refers to the delegation of health and 
medical service responsibilities from higher 
to lower cadres of health staff, and in some 
cases even to non-professionals [1-2]. The 

delegation of tasks from one cadre to 
another, previously often called substitution 
[3], is not a new concept. It has been used in 
many countries and for many decades, either 
as requirements to emergency needs or as a 
method to provide adequate healthcare 
service at primary and secondary levels, 
especially in rural and urban health centres 
with understaffed facilities, and also to 
enhance quality and reduce costs [4]. 
However, rapidly increasing the need of 
healthcare generated by the HIV/AIDS 
epidemic, accelerating trained human 
resource crises, and unrest in many African 
countries, which contribute to the collapse 
or near-collapse of public health systems 
and increasing health service inequalities to 
the needy patients within and between 
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countries, have given the solution in the 
form of the concept and practice of task 
shifting as new prominence and urgency. 
Gaps are still existing with respect to the 
health programmes, which are unevenly 
delivered for needy people, with rural areas 
being particularly under-serviced, 
insufficient support for healthcare in 
healthcare services, and irregular and 
inconsistent identification and treatment of 
more common communicable diseases.  This 
leads to the suggestion of strengthening the 
concept of task shifting to skilled people 
available in relative/paramedical areas.  
The World Health Organization advocates a 
quick solution to the stated deficiency of 
professional health workers by means of 
task-shifting, the process of transferring 
clinical care responsibilities from more 
specialized professionals to less specialized 
health workers through proper delegation, as 
a strategy to realize the United Nations 
Millennium Development Goals [2]. For 
example, it is estimated that sub-Saharan 
African countries need to triple their current 
health workforce in order to bring up it close 
to reach the level as expected by the Health 
Millennium Development Goals [5]. 
Accordingly, by shifting the task of 
providing health services from higher to 
lower cadres of health staff based on 
providing sufficient training to handle the 
situations, the organizations and the 
countries can find solutions to the shortage 
of health workers. More precisely, Task 
Shifting describes a situation where a patient 
care task normally carried out by a physician 
is transferred to a health professional with a 
different but related or lower level of 
education and training, or to a person trained 
specifically to perform a limited task only 
for a short period, without having a formal 
health education. The rationale behind the 
concept of applying task shifting idea in 
developing countries is that the alternative 
would be no care as health systems are 

impeded by the shortage of growing health 
workforce and imbalance in the distribution 
[6]. Innovative solutions are therefore 
required to quickly expand the health 
workforce in an emergency to meet the 
demand to care for chronic disease. In this 
article, we study and discuss the growing 
evidence in support of expanding workforce 
strategies for chronic disease management in 
developing countries like India. In this 
paper, instead of using trained nurses and 
lay-people (family members and friends) as 
peer supporters as studied in many task 
shifting research studies, we have suggested 
to use paramedical professionals like 
pharmacists to extend the education and 
follow-up of patients with chronic diseases 
beyond clinical settings and improve 
adherence and treatment outcomes. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW : 
The shortage of professional health workers 
in developing countries supports the new 
effective strategy of task shifting is 
beneficial in which community or lay health 
workers (may be oversight from 
professional health-care practitioners) 
provide ‘front-line’ healthcare, instead of 
physicians and trained nurses [7]. The 
diseases which have chronic conditions, 
including infection with the HIV (human 
immunodeficiency virus) or AIDS (acquired 
immunodeficiency syndrome) [8-9], 
diabetes mellitus [10] and some mental 
disorders.[11-15] need special care for long 
duration and hence require more attention 
from physicians and trained nurses.  
Task shifting is implemented in several 
countries as a pragmatic response to health 
workforce shortages to various degrees, and 
hence extensive evidence is available in the 
literature that different types of task shifting 
have been adopted informally to solve the 
shortage of human resource needs 
throughout past history. These guidelines, 
recommendations, policies, and objectives to 
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promote a formal framework that can accept 
task shifting as a national strategy for 
organizing the health workforce [2]. In 
several studies, supportive healthcare 
provided by lay health workers in the 
immediate vicinity of the patient has been 
found to be successful in the primary care of 
depression and/or anxiety in low-or middle-
income countries.[16-18]. 
The task shifting model illustrates a return to 
the core principles of health services having 
characteristics like accessibility, equitability 
and of good quality. Such recommendations 
and guidelines on task shifting provide a 
framework in which access to health 
services can be extended to all people in a 
way that is effective and sustainable. It is for 
these reasons task shifting as the vanguard 
for the renaissance of primary health care 
[2]. Evaluation of economic factors of a 
task-shifting intervention for the treatment 
of anxiety and depressive disorders in 
primary-care settings is carried out by 
Christine Buttorff et al. (2012) in Goa, India 
[7] using Cost–utility and cost–effectiveness 
analyses performed in 24 public and private 
primary-care facilities in Goa and found that 
within the use of lay health workers in the 
care of subjects with common mental 
disorders was not only cost–effective but 
also cost-saving. 
Lehmann et al. (2009) [19] argued that, even 
though task shifting holds great promise, its 
long-term success hinges on serious political 
and financial commitments. The effective 
implementation of task shifting needs a 
comprehensive and integrated 
reconfiguration of health teams, changed 
scopes of practice, regulatory frameworks, 
enhanced training infrastructure, and the 
availability of reliable funding with the time 
frames of twenty to thirty years instead of 
three to five years. The concept and practice 
of community participation need to be 
revisited. They also argued that task shifting 
strategies require leadership from national 

governments to ensure supporting regulatory 
framework, regulating the implementation 
of enabling policies, support and guide 
training institutions, and ensure adequate 
resources, and using the support of the 
multiple stakeholders. With such 
willingness, attitude, and leadership to learn 
from those with relevant experience (for 
example, various countries from Africa like 
Brazil, Ethiopia, Malawi, Mozambique, and 
Zambia), task shifting can make a vital 
contribution to building cost-effective, 
balanced, sustainable, and equitable health 
care systems. They also suggested that any 
serious commitment to task shifting requires 
leadership from country governments. The 
country government's role is to ensure an 
enabling policy, regulatory framework, and 
credentialing system, to accelerate the 
implementation of relevant policies and to 
provide required resources, guide and 
support training institutions to not only 
upgrade current training but also ensure 
appropriate initial and continuing education 
(integrated, multidisciplinary, community- 
and outcomes-based).  
Based on a systematic literature review, 
Callaghan et al; (2010) [20] found that task 
shifting is an effective strategy for 
addressing shortages of health professionals 
in HIV treatment and care in African 
countries. Task shifting offers high-quality, 
cost-effective and quick healthcare to more 
patients than a physician-centered model. 
The major challenges of task shifting 
include adequate training and sustainable 
support and motivation for staff in new 
roles, the acceptance and adding new 
members to healthcare teams, and the 
compliance of regulatory bodies. Careful 
implementation of task shifting should be 
considered where health professionals 
shortages threaten rollout programmes. They 
also concluded that task shifting is a viable 
and rapid response to human resources crisis 
in HIV care. This paper argues that focus is 
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not to determine whether task shifting is 
possible or effective, but to define the 
constraints/limits of task shifting and 
determine where it can have the most 
sustainable and strongest impact [20]. 
In another review on Health workforce skill 
mix and task shifting in low income 
countries during 2011 by Fulton et al. [21], 
selected and analyzed thirty-one studies 
published during 2006 to 2010, based on the 
strength of evidence and found that task 
shifting is a promising policy option to 
increase the productive efficiency of health 
care services delivery, enhancing a number 
of services provided with proper quality and 
cost. According to them, future studies 
should examine the development of new 
professional cadres that emerge with and 
labour markets and developments in 
automated technology. The paper suggested 
to strengthening the evidence, skill mix 
changes need to be evaluated with a rigorous 
research design to determine the effect on 
patient health outcomes, quality of care, and 
costs. 
Lekoubou et al (2010) [22] discussed the 
growing evidence in support of nurse-led 
strategies for chronic disease management in 
sub-Saharan Africa, with a focus on 
hypertension and diabetes mellitus. As per 
their study, the scarcity in density and 
distribution of health workforce suggest that 
sub-Saharan Africa cannot provide solutions 
to the increasing demand for the healthcare 
of frequent infectious diseases together with 
the chronic diseases. Therefore to rapidly 
expand the health workforce, innovative 
approaches are needed. The authors also 
studied and discussed the evidence in 
support of nurse-led strategies for chronic 
disease management in sub-Saharan Africa, 
with a focus on hypertension and diabetes 
mellitus [22].  
The concept of surgical task shifting is 
proposed in many kinds of research [23] 
where non-physician clinicians (NPCs) are 

trained to perform simple life-saving 
surgical and anesthetic tasks. For example, 
the most common procedures suggested for 
task shifting which can be safely managed 
by non-surgeons are dilation and curettage, 
and caesarean sections, while the most 
common general surgical procedures 
suggested for task shifting are suturing of 
wounds and manipulation of fractures. Many 
studies have shown and evaluated that task 
shifting in surgery have concluded that NPC 
cadres are safe and effective in terms of 
quality and cost [24-25]. Chu et al. (2009) 
also suggested that efforts should focus on 
training, supervision, and recognition for 
these de facto surgeons and 
anaesthesiologists who are professionals in 
paramedical sciences but capable of doing 
task shifting jobs with little or no extra 
training [23].  
The above research results on task shifting 
inspired to conduct a feasible study on task 
shifting requirement based on the 
satisfaction level of people in availing 
healthcare services in India a developing 
country.  

3. OBJECTIVE AND METHODOLOGY 
OF PRESENT EMPIRICAL STUDY : 
This type of study is necessary to align 
investment in human resources for health 
care services with the current and future 
needs of the population and of health 
systems, taking account of the supply 
market dynamics and education policies of 
the country, to address the shortages and 
improve distribution of health workers, so as 
to enable maximum improvements in health 
outcomes, social welfare, employment 
creation, and economic growth. The 
objective of the work is to assess the gaps in 
the healthcare system in order to fullfill the 
needs of patients who are suffering from 
chronic diseases and to find out the 
importance of task shifting.  
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The methodology of this research work 
includes the study of the importance of task 
shifting through an online survey in human 
population community including all adult 
population in a small city in India, a 
developing country. With the help of 
spreadsheet application software MS Excel, 
the primary data are analysed and the results 
are compared with various published results 
obtained through various online sources 
such as Google Scholar, Pubmed, 
ScienceDirect, MedlinePlus, ResearchGate, 
and Academia.edu. Totally 228 primary data 
samples are used.  

4. RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS :  

The data collected from 228 subjects reveals 
that only 7.01% of the subjects have 
received counseling always; 57.01%have 
received the counseling sometimes while 
14.91% have been counseled mostly, and 
19.3% has never been counseled. Results of 
the survey reveal that out of the population, 
only 14.4% have been counseled more than 
10 minutes while 37.3% have been 
counseled within 1-5 minutes and 21.05% 
have been counseled less than a minute as 
shown in figure 1 and counseling time per 
session by physicians as per out survey is 
shown in figure 2. 

 

 
Fig. 1 : Counseling frequency of patients by physicians 
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Fig. 2 : Counseling time per session by physicians 

 
 

 
Fig. 3 : Satisfaction level of current healthcare system 
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Fig. 4 : Deficiency in the current health system as per out survey. 

 
Out of them, 59.65% think that counseling 
should be given and only 41.66% are 
satisfied with current health care system 
while 56.57% are not satisfied. According to 
42.1% of the general population, the current 
health care system is lacking in patient 
counseling and 19.29% patient care as given 
in figure 3. The deficiency in the current 
health system as per out survey is shown in 
figure 4 can be resolved using the task 
shifting proposal using paramedical 
practitioners. Task shifting requires careful 
attention and evaluation to organization, 
structure, and resourcing of health services. 
Crucially, it requires the integration of the 
concept and roles of new cadres, into the 
mainstream health system, and integrated 
strategic reconfiguration of healthcare 
teams, particularly at primary care and 
community levels. Without a healthcare 
team approach, the introduction of new 
cadres or delegation of tasks to related 

cadres will invariably remain a fragmented 
and becomes unsustainable add-on model.  
In this context, it is observed from review 
literature that in several countries, task 
shifting has been enthusiastically and 
voluntarily taken up by non-governmental 
organizations (NGOs) with strong 
community links at the local level, but with 
limited opportunity and the potential for 
scaling-up to the national level, as their 
presence is often geographically. Task 
shifting holds the potential of enabling 
countries to build sustainable, cost-effective 
and equitable health care systems, not only 
moving forward and closer to the 
Millennium Development Goals [5], but also 
the elusive ‘Health for All’ goal. However, 
the challenge of achieving and measuring 
success cannot be underestimated from 
humanity framework and problem-solving 
framework. It requires a willingness to learn 
from those with relevant experience (such as 
Brazil, Ethiopia, India, Malawi, 
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Mozambique and Zambia) and to suspend 
conventional (and often conservative) 
wisdom on what can and cannot be done in 
favor of creativity, humanity, and problem-
solving. 

5. RECOMMENDATIONS : 
The above empirical study reveals that a 
quick and systematic way of providing 
optimum health services like patient 
counseling and continued care after core 
treatment of the patients is needed by 
utilizing paramedical professionals who 
have such related knowledge in patient care. 
Using our preliminary study on improving 
quality and quick medical/patient care 
services to the needy people who are 
suffering from chronic diseases and the 
information collected by our literature 
review, we propose following 
recommendations : 
(1) To satisfy all the patients through 
adequate counseling, and providing 
continuous care, task shifting is an optimum 
strategy in healthcare services to any 
country where there is a scarcity of higher 
cadre health professionals.  
(2) Task shifting is recommended by 
providing key roles to Paramedical 
professionals at least for counseling and 
patient care. It is suggested that the 
pharmacists should be taken as a key role 
player between patient and prescriber. In 
such cases the additional training required is 
minimal.  
(3) By making suitable changes in the 
Government policy, task shifting can be 
announced as legal phenomena so that the 
mindset of the other stakeholders will also 
change towards acceptance of task shifting.  
(4) Imparting suitable training for 
paramedical staff including Pharmacists, 
Physiotherapists, Nurses, and other 
Paramedical graduates, ignored professions 
in the healthcare sector have to play a 

crucial role in providing optimum patient 
care.  
(5) Patients should accept such task shifting 
through proper education on benefits. 
Changing the patient belief and attitude in 
accepting task shifting is the primary 
requirement in providing effectively 
extended counseling and patient care.  
(6) The conservative mindset of the medical 
professionals like doctors should be changed 
and they should be made to realize the 
scarcity and importance of quality service to 
the needy patients irrespective of the early 
availability of professional experts by means 
of creating awareness on right of the patients 
to get minimum healthcare support in 
urgency and for their chronic diseases.  
(7) The society should accept the task 
shifting process through the creation of 
awareness among the people to decrease the 
cost without compromising the quality for 
the patients suffering from chronicle 
diseases.  
(8) In some diseases, partly task shifting is 
possible by training the lay persons like 
relatives and friends of the patients who are 
suffering from chronicle diseases by 
education and training, which creates 
awareness in patient care.  
It is suggested that adequate education, 
training, and support should be imparted to 
optimize the effectiveness of task shifting so 
that the model of task shifting can be a 
successful alternative for the shortage of 
healthcare professionals by providing 
quality health services at minimal cost to 
satisfy all the stakeholders of the healthcare 
system in the society. Further study on 
factors and elemental analysis of task 
shifting as a strategic concept among health 
workers using ABCD analysis framework is 
under progress [26-32]. 

6. CONCLUSIONS:  
The empirical study shows that there is a 
huge burden on health care professionals 
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due to a high number of the patient load 
which leads to the improper patient care and 
finally leads to the degradation in the quality 
of health care services. Now time has 
approached when the term task shifting 
should be taken seriously especially in the 
health care sectors. Task shifting is a 
promising policy option for governments 
and society to increase the productive 
efficiency of the delivery of quality 
healthcare services, increasing the number 
of services provided at a given quality and 
cost or to improve the quality and decrease 
the cost of health services. Future studies 
should focus on examining the development 
of new professional cadres or use of parallel 
cadres such as pharmacists, physiotherapists, 
Nursing professionals, or any other 
paramedical graduates that evolve with 
technology-specific and country-specific 
alternative human resources. Further to 
strengthen the evidence, skill mix changes 
and skill mix improvements need to be 
evaluated with a quantitative research design 
to estimate the effect on patient health 
outcomes, quality of care, and costs.  
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